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and. there are so many people in America who are trying to adopt this teaching or the other

teaching . You take a man like E. Stanley Jones and he talks about the Communist statements

from everyone according to his ability to every one according to his need and talks of it
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and likens it to all other professions about this great ideal.
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A ctually it isnt a great ideal. It is a statement which means absolute management

It could not possibly operate except under the control of absolute and knowledge and

intelligence beyond any human being to carry out the communist slogan and. have it work

that effectively. Now we won't be able to spend much more time on the Russian'.systera. We

have much of the history since that time to go over in our next few sessions. And also there

are certain basic principles that we want to deal with that are very vital in connection

with it. You have the assignment in Plicr and the asinment in A. Ltd like

to take just a little bit to say something about the examination. The examination of this

course,which will come after we have two more sessions, will be based to a large extent but

not exclusively $ what we have covered since I have with you. That is to say that we will

deal ith the material in class and. from the assignments that were made from fais period ver

definitely and very specially. And there also will be a definite portion of you final

on your reading which was assigned previously. That is a back,- to this and cannot be

but that will be a comparitively small part of it. I would say that if you have a perfect

knowledge of everything I've said. in class and verytMng Itve assignad so far and don't

know anything about wha'ts before you could probably still get 70 in the course. ( Every'ody

in the class laughs heartilyL)
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